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About This Game

Peace, Death! is an arcade simulator with difficulties. In this game, you play as the Reaper working for your boss, Death, in
Apocalypse, Inc. You face a challenge: go through a trial period of seven weeks to get a permanent job and advance the interests

of your employer.

Features. You need to examine each client's feature to determine his, her, or its fate. There are more features every day and the
game becomes more difficult. Your client holds a pistol? Send him to Hell unless he changes his mind and drops weapons. Is
your client a hat-lover? Should you send him to Heaven? No, it's not that easy! First, take the hat off, and you might see the

horns. Being a demon, killer, or an angel are features, too.

Catastrophes. These are unique events, they're unexpected and rapid, so Reaper is pressed by time. But you must allocate
clients correctly to complete a catastrophe, unlock new clients and increase Death's influence! Unlucky pirates, bear influenza

epidemic in Siberia, fighting for a free soup - these are only some of the catastrophes.

Events. Each week you will face a new event. The more days you worked, the more events you have. Trainees' phone calls,
safes with smuggled goods, undercover agents of Paradox, kidnappers. They all pose some difficulties but help you to become

the best in the biz. Why, you can even cook a soup!

Theme Days. Each seventh day is a theme day. You'll choose clients' fate for a unique soundtrack corresponding to the spirit of
the chosen theme. Egypt? Certainly! Mother Russia? Nostrovia! Pirate day? Yo-ho-ho!

What else? Horsemen tasks, funny clients' phrases, lots of references and easter eggs, bonuses, penalties, very special clients ó
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all this will define your future as the Reaper determine the game ending!

Good luck, Reaper!
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Title: Peace, Death!
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
AZAMATIKA
Publisher:
AZAMATIKA
Release Date: 24 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and above

Processor: Intel Pentium 2.9 Ghz or equivalent

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 Mb DirectX 9 compatible video card with shader model 3.0 support

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse + Keyboard

English,Russian,French,German,Ukrainian,Simplified Chinese,Korean,Romanian
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this game is pretty fun when you are bored and they have plenty of things to do but its worth a buck not 5 dollars. Pretty cool
game, would be better if there was some kind of endless mode after 7 weeks, but pretty cool anyway. quot;Whoops, I
accidentally sent Jesus down to HELL...!"

..is a situation, wich can REALLY occur in this gem of a game.

Peace,Death is the frantic cousin of "Papers Please" where you identify your clients by their outer appearance and judge their
fate, of being send to heaven or HELL...or purgatory?
You have to decide! Quick ...and please, make the right decision...or your boss, Death will be un-pleased
(and additionally his "co-worker" -rivals, the other three horsemen of the apocalypse gain more power..and you don't want
THAT to happen...)

Weird review..for a weird game. It's awesome. PLAY IT!
OR BURN IN PURGATORY!. a very good and interesting game with lite puzzle elements. Audience: ]===
☐ Kids
☐ Everyone
☑ Casual players
☐ Pro players
☐ Try Hards
☐ Youtubers/Twitchers

===[ ☼ Graphics: ]===
☐ Potato
☐ Really bad
☐ Bad
☐ OK
☑ Good
☑ Beautiful
☐ Masterpiece
☐ Dat look gud

===[ $ Price/quality: ]===
☑ Full price
☐ Wait for sale
☐ Wait for Big boyz sale 70%
☐ Average
☐ Refund it if you can
☐ Don't do it
☐ Free

===[ ☢ Requirments: ]===
☐ 90' PC
☑ Minimum
☐ Medium
☐ Fast
☐ High end
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☐ NASA computer

===[ TT_TT Difficulty: ]===
☐ You just need 2 arms
☐ Ez
☑ Easy to learn / Hard to master (aka "WHAT THE ♥♥♥♥ I DIDNT EVEN SEE ANY HORNS!!!" and♥♥♥♥♥♥like that,
technically the game isnt hard but sometimes your finger slips and it keeps you from getting the perfect score)
☐ Hard (first few hours)
☐ Dark Souls

===[ ۞ Game time/length ]===
☐ Really short ( 0 - 2 hours)
☐ Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
☐ Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
☐ Long ( 12+ hours)
☑ Endless
☐ Do you know the definition of insanity

===[ ⌬ Story] ===
☑ It doesn't have
☐ Still better than Twilight
☐ Average
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic
☐ By the gods !

===[ § Bugs ]===
☐ Game itself is one big BUG
☐ Bugs destroying the game
☐ Lot of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☐ You can use them for speedrun
☑ Nothing
☐ PUBG

===[ ♬ Sound/Music] ===

☐ what, did you fart into the mic and then try to pass it off as music?
☑ Atmosphere is immersive
☐ For every action
☐ Loud
☐ Eargasm

===[ ✦ Others: ]===
Multiplayer: NO
Singleplayer: YES

this character designs on the 4 horsemen are really good (my personal favorites are pestilence and death) and some of the clients
you work with are pretty funny to look at, this is certainly the only game i can think of where you can see somebody like,
jacksepticeye or donald trump or whoever covered in blood and with a gun or with a mexican hat hiding devil horns. its pretty
amusing imo

TLDR: this is basically a less complicated version of papers please. this definitely isnt for everyone, but if you want a fun time
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killer i really recommend this. 5 bucks for this game is practically a steal. the games not great, but pretty dang good. to be
honest, music is really dull (aka basically just the same looping electric guitar/drums/ect.) which i kind of wish there was more
variety in that department. but other then that its still pretty fun if you have like an hour to kill. its definitely not for everyone,
but if you like papers please, you'll probably like this.. I like it! :>. This game is amazing, really fun and enjoyable to play, i'm
pretty sure i won't get tired any time soon. If you like casual mobile games, buy it. Game was visually brilliant, at least.. 
https://youtu.be/D7y7exzPk5M

So i decided to do something different, and make a first fifteen video of a game that doesn't have gore or horror in the tags(my
normal stuff).

Peace, death is an addictively good game. At first i thought it was quite quirky and funny. Then i thought it was fun. Then i
thought it was slighty repetitive, but fun and original....then after i boxed off my video, i went to bed... then i came back down
to my PC put the game back on and bacame an "Eye of Sauron". The fact that there is so much positive feedback already maybe
maks my little review moot, but i fel i should still add my 10 cents.

The game can be synopsised as thus You are Death. Your job is to either send people to Heaven, hell or Purgatory. Each day,
oyur boss gives you more difficult perameters to work with, and you have a time limit wit which to use to decide who goes to
hell, and who goes upstairs. Among the dead are some faces i sure recognised (Jason Mews and Kevin smith, anyone?). Onve
you get into the third week you find that you are getting through bodies at a fair rate, while answering the phone and basically
losing your♥♥♥♥♥♥trying not to mess up.

I want to finish this game to see what happens. It has grown on me, and it is Original. what more can i say. THUMBS UP!!.
Wow, saw this game outta nowhere, and is kinda like papers, please in a way but with other type of mechanics.
This game is fun, every level adds something, so it doesn't get repetitive or boring because you keep getting new rules.
I don't want to spoil anything for you, so just buy this game, is cheap too..
I liked it alot and is pretty original. ( Except the story is lame tho.)

I managed to get A+ in all levels, didn't took me too much but is worth it :D
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1. Amazing OST
2. My kind of artwork
3. OST 10/10
4. Worth to buy this game and its DLC
5. Thank you for this game~ ♥
Edit: Hopefully they will add japanese language.. Cool little game. Reminds me of Papers Please. The english could use some
work though. It is a little broken and can be difficult to understand even as a native speaker.. Interesting game, kinda funny, but
for some reason there's no sound on mine.... A very simple, but fun and smart game.

You are Death, the lowly Grim Reaper in need of cash to fill his fridge...so what does he do? He goes and gets a job! If you
think this casual game is easy...you have not played it yet. This is very reminiscent of going to work every day. Seeing the same
folks in line and sorting them through. Here's the catch: You have a timed deadline and a rush-hour to contend with. You have a
lot of "sorting and filing" to do. And as each days passes, you have even more tasks and exceptions to these "sorting and filing"
tasks. Mistakes starts to surface as your brain stops being vigilant, or that panic sets in.

Try it. You won't be dissapointed.. You'll never be bored during this game.FUN FUN AND FUN. 10/10. Honestly shocked to
see this game put at $5. The rest of this devs games are 99 cents and have about just as much gameplay and depth as this, yet
this is $5?

For the boring timekiller gameplay you get out of this, definite NO on the $5 asking price.
Would say to pick this up for a buck though, maybe, but only if youre looking to kill time and newgrounds just isn't doing it for
you anymore.

Have you played HAND OF F yet?:
Here's a chance and a reminder, Reaper 

https://store.steampowered.com/app/751880/Peace_Death_Hand_of_F/. FATE:

by Kirill Wolfoff. Little update 1.1.1:
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*Two new bonus tracks in DLC - Catastrophe and Reaper;
*Critical bug with prank call fixed;
*Now Reaper's cat really helpful; 

Add-on with Fate and his bunch of cards in development. Hold on! . Update 1.1.4:

What's new, Reaper?

*Work in Hell. Now it is more difficult. Use both Devourers or you lose.
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*Maximum 10 clients in 1 catastrophe. Old bug fixed 

*It is easier to get better rating on the end of the game. Easier, but not too easy 

*New 'Special guest' screen, some add-on preparations.. Little Update 1.1.0:

*Better game timer in Hell 

*Reaper gets time penalty when job in Hell failed 

*Reaper's Cat now is more useful 

*Bonus screen changed a bit 

*Some IN-GAME grammar mistakes destroyed (but they are still here, in update news  ) 
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